
Piano Plan

learn the essentials with 'super basics'

learn what to expect with 'prepare to play'

learn the skills to play your favourite
'songs by ear'

step 4

step 3

step 2

step 1

chow down on the new member's club mix:

complete
beginner

If you're completely new to the piano and/or you've
done the personalised piano plan quiz and received
'complete beginner' as your result, then this is the
plan for you. All course information is available at
PIANOPICNIC.COM - or tap on the images.

• the layout of the keyboard and how to identify the notes easily 
• how to number the fingers to quickly learn new patterns
• the small steps we use in music 
• the finger techniques used to play scales 
• major and minor scales - how-to build from scratch 
• what exactly is the key of a song? The great unlocking!

Click images to see more.

Prepare To Play equips you with the knowledge to recognise each
challenge as it arises and the tools to tackle them head-on.

This essential advice is delivered straight to your inbox and will
prepare you for a rewarding and exciting piano journey!

IT'S FREE - SIGN UP HERE: pianopicnic.com/free

The CLUB MIX is a fortnightly lesson where you'll learn basic
technique, theory & foundational keyboarding skills to get you
through the basics and onto the fun stuff in just 10 weeks!

For a beginner pianist, this will fill in all those gaps left by piece-
meal tutorials you've been watching online!

Teach yourself the songs you love on the piano, just by listening! 

Learn my proven 10-step method to identify the notes you hear
and decipher songs easily so that you can teach yourself your
favourite songs without having to pay for, or read sheet music!
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FREE!

UNLOCK WITH THE CREATIVE PIANIST MEMBERSHIP
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to see more.

https://pianopicnic.teachable.com/p/superbasics/
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/songsbyear-specialoffer
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/the-creative-pianist-offer
https://www.pianopicnic.com/free
https://www.pianopicnic.com/free
https://www.pianopicnic.com/creative-pianist


UNLOCK WITH THE CREATIVE PIANIST MEMBERSHIP

Piano Plan

learn the skills to play your favourite
'songs by ear'

connect your ears with 
'5 days to a better musical ear'

step 4

step 3

step 2

step 1

Master the process of learning songs
quickly & riffing with 'lovin' leadsheets'

experienced
beginner

If you're not yet confident on the piano but
have had some lessons (and know the basics)
and/or you've done the personalised piano
plan quiz and received 'experienced beginner'
as your result, then this is the plan for you. 

Teach yourself the songs you love on the piano, just by listening! 

Learn my proven 10-step method to identify the notes you hear
and decipher songs easily so that you can teach yourself your
favourite songs without having to pay for, or read sheet music!

If you've ever wanted to learn to play the piano by ear, you need
to develop your ear to listen intently to songs in order to figure
out what's going on!

This FREE 5-day bootcamp will turn on your ability to actively and
critically listen. IT'S FREE - SIGN UP HERE: pianopicnic.com/free

A leadsheet is a short-hand version of sheet music, learning to
interpret them means a quicker, easier way to learn songs and
make a creative piano arrangement of your own!

This course teaches you the step-by-step process to use
leadsheets to not only learn songs quickly, but build your creative
riffing skills as you do it.
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FREE!

Click images to see more.

chow down on the new member's club mix:

The CLUB MIX is a fortnightly lesson where you'll learn basic
technique, theory & foundational keyboarding skills to get you
through the basics and onto the fun stuff in just 10 weeks!

This is worth doing even if some of the topics seem simple – you
never know when an AHA! moment is going to appear and make
something click that you never quite grasped fully!

Click images to see more.
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to see more.

https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/songsbyear-specialoffer
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/lovin-leadsheets-special-offer
https://www.pianopicnic.com/free
https://www.pianopicnic.com/creative-pianist
https://www.pianopicnic.com/free
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/the-creative-pianist-offer


UNLOCK WITH THE CREATIVE PIANIST MEMBERSHIP

step 4  participate in the live coaching sessions

coachingcoaching
with

Live
Ruth

step 3

step 2

step 1

Master the process of learning songs
quickly & riffing with 'lovin' leadsheets'

relax and unwind with 
'peaceful piano improvising at home'

If you're confident with the fundamentals, have lesson
experience and looking to get creative and/or you've
done the personalised piano plan quiz and received
'intermediate' as your result, then this is the plan for you. 

Because you already have a good grounding in piano
fundamentals you can start participating in the monthly live
coaching sessions at any time.

Look at the live coaching session of the month, or if you prefer
to, start from the first coaching session recording in the library
and work through them chronologically.

A leadsheet is a short-hand version of sheet music, learning to
interpret them means a quicker, easier way to learn songs and
make a creative piano arrangement of your own!

As an Intermediate pianist you may be well familiar with
reading sheet music, this is a much quicker method to learning
songs AND will help you develop those riffing skills that even
advanced pianists can struggle with.

Unlock your ability to play freely, creatively and peacefully at
home to relieve stress & tension. This is a great short course for
Intermediate pianists as it gives you a TON of great patterns to
unlock your creativity!

Live-filmed coaching sessions broken up into bitesized lessons,
will deliver the technique and skills you need to improvise freely
at home in the style of Yiruma, Einaudi, and more.
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Piano Plan
intermediate
player

get out of your comfort zone 
'improvise instantly in any key'

A formula to improvise instantly in any key, over the entire piano,
WITHOUT boring theory! This FREE  20-minute video lesson and
cheatsheet will get you out of your head and onto the keys!

IT'S FREE - SIGN UP HERE: 
my.pianopicnic.com/improvise-in-any-key

FREE!
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https://www.pianopicnic.com/creative-pianist
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/lovin-leadsheets-special-offer
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/peaceful-piano
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/the-creative-pianist-offer
https://school.pianopicnic.com/p/the-creative-pianist-offer
http://my.pianopicnic.com/improvise-in-any-key
http://my.pianopicnic.com/improvise-in-any-key


UNLOCK WITH THE CREATIVE PIANIST MEMBERSHIP

step 4  participate in the live coaching sessions

coachingcoaching
with

Live
Ruth

unlock the art of creation with 
'the keys to songwriting'

step 3

step 2

step 1

flow through chords with rhythm
+ style with 'riffing pro'

If you've mastered your traditional piano skills but
you're looking for more creative freedom and/or you've
done the personalised piano plan quiz and received
'advanced' as your result, then this is the plan for you. 

Because you're a pro at the technical, you'll want to pick and 
 choose which sessions you join – but even my most advanced
pianists who've been playing for 10+ years always manage to
find something new by keeping a 'learner's mindset'.

Look at the live coaching session of the month, or if you prefer
start from the first coaching session recording in the library
and work through them chronologically.

In this course, you’ll be guided through the full process of writing
a song from scratch! You’ll learn the tools industry-leading
songwriters use to create ‘strong songs’, including:

how to craft iconic lyrics,
how to create ‘chills’ in a heartfelt song,
how to create foot-stomping rhythm,
catchy hooks, and
unforgettable melodies with,
just the right chords to support them.

Riffing Pro will teach you what a riff is, when you’ll need one
PLUS the 8 different categories of riffing and how to use them.

Each riff is broken down step by step, with notation, slow play-
through & demonstration within real-life context. Then you're
challenged to apply the riffs in different ways.

Even technically advanced pianists can find these riffs tricky to
master – you'll love this course!
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Piano Plan
Advanced
Pianist!

get your creative juices flowing
with 'intro to songwriting'

Writing songs seems easy until you start with a blank page 
 – this mini-course teaches you the mindset any aspiring
songwriter needs and how to cultivate it. 

Discover how you can begin songwriting at the piano with 4
easy lessons, straight to your inbox. IT'S FREE - SIGN UP
HERE: my.pianopicnic.com/intro-to-songwriting

FREE!
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